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ON HEADS VERSUS TAPES 
cannot simulate tf- 
1. Introduction ! 
In this paper we argue that replacing k storage units each with one access point 
by 1 stc)riigtt unit with k xcc3ss points increases the power of the computing machine, 
to which these units are attached. Formally. our computing machine will be a Turing 
nwhint2. our storitge units uill he multi-dimensional tapes and access points will 
be ht3ds. The! Cilll bc viewed 9s mdels for array-like data structures or storap,e 
units. u hcrc in t stcps_;o( 0 items of data are readable. Machines with k heak on 
ejnc cl-dinicn~iotial t;lp.C l\ if1 bc CiiIlCd LI-(ii~llYIi.siOtzN[ k-tltwd t7zmlzirze.s. 
Let .V tw a machine that. given \equenccs E = cl e2 * - - of input symbols on an 
input r;qx. produces sequences A = n, 0: - - - of output qmbols on an output tape. 
.lI \~orks otf-!rrw if for ail inl)tlts E the computation of M given E’ proceeds in 
st;qcs I . 2. . * . huch that for all i during the ith stage input symbol e, is read. some 
computation is performed and output symbol 11, is printed. M works in real the if 
thcrc is a constrrnt 6 such that. foi all inputs E and all i, the ith stage of the 
computation of Ad given E con&t\ of at most 6 steps. Machine S .~imulafes machine 
.\I sf for Al input\ E machine S given E products the same output as machine M 
gi\ t‘n 17’. 
In 151 ;I tcchniqe h;~\ been propo\cd that 410~s to study the effect of various 
ktcxtgc Wucturcs on the computing po\fcr of 7‘ q mitchin.!\ that work on-line. 
hi p;trticular it ha\ been 4iou.n for all k and d 5. Z l on-line simulation of machines 
u Ith k c/-dimcn~ic~nirl tapes by machines with (k - I ) tl-dimensional tapes requires 
tl~~lllillCil~ timt). t-kc \+t‘ will use techniques from 15 1 in order to give a complete 
proof of the following theorem (we Section 8). 
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Theorem 1. 2-dimensional2-tape machines cannot simulate 2-dimensional2-head 
m#achines in real time. 
A straightforward extension of the argument gives the following theorem. 
Tlmeorem 2. For aI k and d 2 2, d-dimensional k-tape machines with any number 
of additional linear tapes cannot simulate d-dimensional k-head machines in real time. 
We compare this with krcown simulatron results. One-dimensional k-head Turing 
machines can be simulated in linear time and on-line by l-dimensional k-tape 
Turing machines [7]. They can aiso be simulated in real time by l-dimensional 
multitape machines [2] and (4k-4) tapes suffice for the simulation [4]. It is not 
known whether 1-dimensiona! k-head machines can be simulated in real time by 
I -dimensional k-tape machines. Two-dimensional k-head machines can be simu- 
lated in linear time and on-line by 2-dimensional k-tape machines [6]. Together 
with Theorem 1.2 this shows that 2-dimensional k-tape machines that work on-line 
and in linear time are strictly more powerful than 2-di~mmsional k-tape machines, 
that work in real time. For d > 1. d-dimensional 2-head machines can be simulated 
in real time by Turing machines with 3 d-dimensional and some l-dimensional 
tapes For d > 1 and k > 2. d-dimensional k-head Turing machines can be simulated 
in real time by Turing machines with :k( k-l)(k-2) d-dimensional and O( k’(l) 
l-dimensional tapes [4]. Thus. for k = 2, Theorem 2 cannot be improved. 
2. Descriptional complexity 
We begin by developing a simple theory of dcscriptional complexity of rectangular 
figures. that is already implicit in [S]. 
(2.1) Self-delimiting strings. Let s bc a binary string of length I and tct bin(l) bc 
the binarv representatictn of 1. Form m by replacing in bin(I) each 0 hv 00 and 
each 1 hy I I. We call the string s’ :-= iG$TjOl s ttw .sc~!f-(lc/i,,liti,lg wrsicm of s. 
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max{ ml, m} figure specified by Fig. 1 l For figures F’, . . . , Fk we define 
(F’ ,...,Fh)=(- l l ((F', F'), F'), . . . , F&j. 
FIN. 1. 
We tix a simple ordering among figures. Let cleN be the lexicographic ordering 
based on B C. 0 =C 1. For i = 1.2 let F’ be an n, X lni figure and 
the string which is obtained by concatenating the rows of F’. We define F’ < F3 if 
( II !. III I ) cl‘., ( 11:. tw) or ( tt;. HZ, ) = ( II-. III,) and s’ < leu s’. Occasionally we will treat 
sets I) of figures like sequences of figures. In such cases :l;z sequence of figures i.7 
D ordered by < ,‘., is meant. 
(2.3) Kolmogorov complexity of figures. Let C’ be the class of Turing machines 
with one l-dimensional input tape, one Z-dimensional working tape and tape 
alphabet (0. 1. B} on both tapes. For l E <‘ let c’(M) denote the self delimiting 
\ ersion 4’ the htand;lrd encoding of .bI into (0. I}*. Let U be a universal machine 
in Cl i.e.. for any .\I c C‘ and L* E (0, I}* the machine U started with input c(M) L‘ 
\~ill simulate 31 with input V. Let F,. . . . , F,, G,. . . . , G, be figures. The Kofmogoroo 
cwmp!esity K ( F,, . . . . F, 1 G, , . . . , (3, ) of F,, . . . ; given G,,..., G, is defined as 
the length of the shortest s E (0. 1)” such that U started with x on the input tape 
ilId ( GI,. . . . C;,) on the working tape with the head on the top left corner of G, 
products ( F,. . . . . FJ on the working tape and halts. 
The k’t~ln~~~,~ort~r c*onzpie.~ity K ( F,, . . . , F,) of (F,. . . . , F5 ) is defined as 
K(F,. . . . . F, 1 A) whtx h is the empty figure, i.e., the unique figure whose shape 
i\ (0.0). lntuitiL4y. K( F,. . . . . F, 1 G,. . . . . G,) is the number of bits necessary to 
4pccify fj. . . . . F, if (I;,. . . . . G, arc known. Also 
IW ,..... F,}G,,. . . .G,b=K~F,... . ,FJ-K(F ,... . . F,IG, ,..., G,/ 
is intuitively iile number of bits which are caved by the knowledge of G,, . . . , G, 
if we wish tn specify F,. . . . , F,. Consequently it is called the informatim ahu~ 
F- 1,. . . . F, iIt G,,.... G,. We will not use it here formally, but in order to support 
intuition we itill occasionally rephrase and interpret intermediate results involving 
Kolmogorov complexity in terms of information. Some immediate consequences of 
the definitions and Fact 1 are summarized in the following. 
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Fact 2. Let F, G and H be any figures. Then 
K(FIH)QUF, G)W-+Wog)F1), 
K(GIH)~K(F,G(H)+O(log(Gl), 
K(FIG,H)~K(FIG)+O(loglG~), 
K(FIN)~K(FIG)+K(GIH)+O(loglFI), 
K(F,GIH)~K(FIH)+K(GIH)+O(loglFl). 
Fact 3. Let F’ and F’ be figures of the same shape which differ in at most k entries. 
Let G be a third figure. Then 
K(F’l F’) s O( k loglF’I), Ik’(GjF’)-K(GlF1))aO(k 1og)F’i). 
A simple but important consequence of Fact 3 on Turing machine computations 
is the following. 
Fact 4. Let S be a 2-dimensional nrultitape Turing nrachiw with tape alphabet 
{O. I, R). Let s be a natural rumher and _for i E 1. . . . , s let C, be the inscriptim qf a 
rectarlgidar portisn of some tape of’ S. Suppose iri so~w time imwal -for all i the 
portiotz of tape occupied by C, was oisited at most ki tirws, i.e.. durirrg at m)st k, 
steps during that irtterual there was a had OII .w~~w cell oj 6:. urld let C‘: be the 
resulting inscription. Then 
K ( c:. . . . . (‘: 1 c,, . . . , C,) s (I(‘_: k, loglc;p. 
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Fact 5. Let Q be an n x n-O/ 1 random square and let PI, . . . , PS be pairwise nonover- 
lapping subfigures of Q. Let 0’ be obtained from Q by replacing for dach i an 
occurrence of P, in Q by blanks. Then 
K(p I ,..., P,IQ')~ClPil-O(slogn). 
Proof. Q can be specified by n, the shapes and positions of P,, . . . , es in Q, the 
bit5 of 0’ in row order and how to produce PI,. . . , P, if Q’ is known. Thus 
nZ~K(Q)~O(slogn)+n2-~~Pi~+K(P,,...,PS~Q’). Cl 
Phrased in terms of information this says that a reasonably regularly shaped 
portion Q’ of a random square Q contains very little information about the missing 
portions P,. . . . , PS of Q. Taking s = 1 and applying Fact 1 we get K (PI) 3 
1 P,I - O(log n). Thus for sufficiently big neighborhoods random squares are locally 
almost random. 
Fact 6. Let Q be aN 11 x n-O/ 1 random square and let P,, . . . , P, be pairwise non- 
ocerlapping p x p subsquares of Q. Let R be any figure. Then 
max K(P,IR)~p~-O(IRl,!s)-Oilog n). 
Proof. Q can be specified by II. p. the positions of P,, . . . , PA in 0, R, for each i 
how to produce P, if R is known and finally the remaining bits of Q in row order. 
Thus 
This says that a figure R can obtain much information only about a constant 
times as many suhcquares PJ of Q as its area can cover. 
3. Definition of a machine Al with 2 heads on one tape and a basic property of 
its simulators 
M h.ts lmtxrr input imd output tapes and one 2-dimensional working tape. The 
lvorking and the crufput alphabets are (0, 1. B}. An nctiorz of M is to move one of 
its heads (wc :~llow diagonal moves) or to print a symbol under one of its heads or 
to output the symbol under one of its heads on the working tape. We associate an 
input symbol with each action. Upon reading an input symbol M performs th: 
corresponding action. M is an abstract storage unit in the sense of [5]. 
Let S, the ‘simulator’, be a 2-dimensional 2-tape Turing machine with working 
alphabet (0. 1. B} and suppose S simulates M in real tinx with delay 4; i.e., S makes 
at most 6 steps to simulate any step of M. 
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A block is a set of tape cells of M or S that forms a square. At any given time 
I in a computation the content of a block B is a figure, which we denote by 93 at 
time t’. When it is clear which time t is meant, we will use the same notation B for 
both block B and its content at time t. 
Fact 7. Let 1 be any integer and J any irqmt seqrerrce for M arrd S. Cortsider the 
configuration of M and S after each has processed J. III this co@pration of M, for 
i = 1, 2, let the figure B, be the content of a block reachable by head i of M within 1 
steps. In this configuration of S, for i = 1, 2 let the figure C, be the contertt of u block 
that contaim all cells reachable by head i of M within 61 step; therl 
KW,, BJC,. c~~~o(log/(c,, C,l,. 
4. The input scyucnce for M 
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Part I2 consists of 7 parts J I. . . a , .I, where each part J, consists of 2 parts Mj W;. 
The ‘moving part’ M, has length at most t and drives head 2 of A4 to the top left 
corner of some block B, in 7I The choice of B, will depend on the behavior of S 
during I& 0 . . J, _ I (A& is empty). In the ‘writing part’ W,, head 1 of M writes 
down L, row by row (see Fig. 2). Observe 
L --- _.___~___ 
I_-- 
1 
The &x‘ of .\I, will be that after cxccution of 31, at Icast one head of S is far 
;IWV from those portions of the tape of S thar contain much information about L 
a her’ Lemma 1 of Section b 1. Because L I is much bigger than the clthcr layers we 
Gil be able to 4~~ that it is the same head for ail i, say head 2 of S, that is far 
day frcxn information about L after izl, (Lemma 4. Thus, while head 1 of S may 
bt’ ;~blts to store information about I. in a compact u,ay, head 2 must spread it all 
e~\er its tape i Ltmma 5 I. 
(4.4) Partition 1_ into vnall 11’ I I” X 12’ ’ jr’ blocks. I>cp~ lding on the behavior t)f S 
in I, &I; a pair t a. b) of the small blocks is chosen. Because information about L 
is spread out over tape 2 of S, it will be possible to choose (a, 6) such that in all 
small neighborhoods of S there will be info,,nation deficit about a or information 
deficit about !k 
Part I, drices the heads of AI to the top left corners of (1 and h. 
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(4.5) As a consequence of Fact 7 there will be at least one choice for I5 of r~’ ‘I”) 
moves which cannot be correctly simulated by S with &I”“~ further steps. 
5. Choosing the blocks Bi 
Partition the tapes of S into &“’ X &z”‘~ blocks. For se:s D of blocks of S and 
natural numbers i we define Ni(D) as the set of blocks reachable from D within 
i@ “’ moves. It is called the i-neighborhood of D. Clearly for fixed i we have 
INA D)j = O(lol,. 
A block of S is called felt at time t if at that time it has been visited in at least 
n’ ‘/log’ n steps of 12. We denote by fat(i) the set of blocks of S which is fat after 
cxecutik of Ji. NOW 
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By choice of B,, l and Fact 2 we have 
Q KW,, i IN,(C,, CT) at time t) 
+K(N,(C,. C2) at time tlN,tC,, C,) after J,> 
+ K(N,(C,, C,) after J, 1 NJfat( 0) after I,) +O(log 4. 
By Fact 7 the first term an the right-hand side is O(log n). By Fact 4 and because 
IJ,+,l =O(n “‘) the second term is O( ,I”” log n ). By Fxt 2 the third term is 
O(log 11). 3 
Lemma 2. kr each i 3 1 duriq all of .I, + , at least one head of S is in N,(fatW). 
PrwA Suppose this assertion is false at tirne z during .I,+, . Let C,, Cz be the blocks 
visited by S at time f. By Facts 5 and 2 we have 
II4 “lo~-‘~?-O(loga~~li’(L,~R) 
s K(L,IN,(C,. C2) at time t) 
+ K(N,(C,. CJ at time tlN,(C,. C2) after I,) 
H! Fact 7 the tirst term on the right-hand side is O( log rz). No block in ZV1 (C,, C,) 
is t%t Hftcr J, and !J, + ,I = O( a ’ ‘1. thus by Fact 4 the second term is O(IZ”~’ log rt). 
Computing I, from R and simulating S on input I, gives all the tape inscriptions 
of S after I,. O(Iog II) further bits give N,( C,. Cz) after I,. Thus the third term is 
bounded bv O(log II I. 13 . 
An immediate conwquencc is the following lemma. 
Proof. SiJpposz it does cntcr N,(fat( i)) for ;he first time during W,+, at time t. 
I’htw itt time t it is still outside N,(fat( i)), tjws, by Lemma 2, the other head is at 
time t inside of h”,(fat(i)). But this contradicts Lemma 1. CI 
Noi\ wz know that for all 1 after A$+, at least one head of S is outside N,(fat(if) 
and stays there during all of CV,+ ,. W.1.o.g. let us assume it is head 2 of S for i = 1. 
The crucial point of the whole construction is that for all i it will be the same head. 
Lemma 4. Fr f711 i 3 1 17ead 2 of S is ozrtsjde A/,( fat( i)) after Mi+, . 
Proof. The lemma is true for i = 1. Suppose it is true for all i’ < i and false for i. 
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Then after Mi+l by Lemma 1 head 1 of S is in some block C, @ Nz(fat( i)) and by 
Lemma 2 head 2 of S is in some block Cz E N,(fat( i)). 
Let k=min{k’INt(G)nfat(k’)#8} and let E e N,(Cl)nfat(k). By induction 
hypothesis and Lemma 3 no block in NJ E) and hence no block in N,( C’z) was 
read (by head 2) during Wk+ l, . . . , u/i. Here we have used the crucial property that 
S has only one head on each tape. Intuitively the argument now is the following. 
HeFld ! 0: f S is not even close to a fat block. Thus it has for the next sn”’ steps 
access to only very little information about L, and I+. The fat blocks which are 
accessible quickly by head 2 of S were not visited often before Jk, they were visited 
at most IJkl times during Jk and they were not visited after JI, except possibly in 
the relatively short periods M,, . . . , M,+,. Thu\ if k = I, then there was !IO oppor- 
tunity to get enough information about Lz into N,(C,, C). But if k > I, then only 
during Jr, there was an opportunity to get O( [ JL [ log a) bits about 1.. , into N, ( C,. C2). 
As iLlI = tz"-I log' n, this is not enough information. 
The formal argument below follows exactly these lines. 
if k = 1. then by Facts 5 and 2 we have 
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Lemma 5. In tJ, 90 block of tape 2 of S is visited more than 0( n “’ log” n ) times. 
3. The cboice of I4 
We have forced the simulator S to spread out the information about L all over 
tape 2. Any Mxk of tape 2 has very little information about L. For purposes of 
retrieving information about L tape 2 can intuitively be considered as degenerate 
and we are almost in the situation of 2 heads versus 1 head. Consequently, after 
an appropriate modification we will make the corresponding argument from [5] work. 
Let C,. CJ ke the blocks visited by the heads of S at the end of &. Partition 
N,(C,. CL) into small JP’*X$IPh blocks. Thus each of L, N,( C,) and N,( C,) 
iv4 partitioned rtlto 04 (II ’ ’ ‘I I”)-‘) = O( tt ‘. “1 small blocks, each of area n” Ix resp. 
O(tt” In h 
For sets I) of small blocks of S let I!( il) be the set of blocks reachable from 
Mocks in B within &I ’ ’ ‘ I” . _ steps. We say that a pair (c, d) of small blocks with c in 
N, ( C, ) and d in IV, ( C2 ) is usefd for a pair (a, b) of small blocks in L if 
K((1.6f 1qc*. c/M tt” ‘/2, ix.. if r:(c, d) contains a 107 of information about (n, b). 
Our next goal is to find a pair (a b) for which no pair ( F, d) is useful. let u(c, LI) 
bc the number of pairs (0. IQ for which (c, d, is useful. Then we have the following 
lemma. 
- Kid,..... II,, 1 R 1 + ot p log I1 ) 
The tirht term on thtz right-hand side can be estimated by 
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The second term is O(H ’ I”). The third term is 0( p log 11). By Lemma 5 and Fact 
4 the fourth term is 0( nsiJ log” n). Cl 
By Lemma 6, Cc..d u(c, d) =O(n’%‘~“/log n). Thus there is a pair (a, h) of small 
blocks of L for which no pair (c, d) of small blocks c in N,( C,) and d in N,( Cl) 
is useful. Part IJ of the input sequence is chosen to move the heads of A4 to the 
top left corners of a and b in O(r?‘) steps. 
8. Proof of Theorem 1 
We are finally able to derive a contradiction from the assumption that s simulates 
!V in real time. 
!_et (I-, d) be the pair of small blocks visited by S after I.,. It was not useful for 
( LE, 6) after I+ Hence by Fact 2 we have 
rz”“/2~ K(cl, t7( ~(c, d> after I,) 
s K(n, h) 1 v(c, d, after 1.J + K( zj(c, d) after I_J z*( c*. d) after id 
+O(log II ) 
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